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CONSPECTUS: Metallic materials with engineered optical
properties have the potential to enhance the performance of
energy harvesting and storage devices operating at the macroand nanoscale, such as solar cells, photocatalysts, water
splitting, and hydrogen storage systems. For both thin ﬁlms
and subwavelength nanostructures, upon illumination, the
coherent oscillation of charge carriers at the interface with a
dielectric material gives rise to resonances named surface
plasmon polariton (SPP) and localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), respectively. These resonances result in unique light
absorption, scattering, and transmission responses over the electromagnetic spectrum, which, in turn, can be exploited to tailor
the behavior of active metallic components in optoelectronic devices containing Ag, Au, Cu, Al, Mg, among other metals. The
wavelength in which the resonances occur primarily depends on the metal itself (i.e., the dielectric function or permittivity), the
dielectric medium surrounding the metals, and the size, geometry, and periodicity of the metallic nanostructures. Nevertheless,
the aforementioned parameters allow a limited modulation of both SPP and LSPR over a narrow window of frequencies. To
overcome this constraint, we have proposed and realized the alloying of metals via physical deposition methods as a paradigm to
almost arbitrarily tuning their optical behavior in the UV-NIR, which leads to permittivity values currently not available. Our
approach oﬀers an additional knob, chemical composition, to engineer light-matter interactions in metallic materials.
This Account highlights recent progress in using alloying as a pathway to control the optical behavior of metallic thin ﬁlms and
nanostructures for energy harvesting and storage applications, including (photo)catalysis, photovoltaics, superabsorbers,
hydrogen storage, among other systems. We choose to primarily focus on the optical properties of the metallic mixtures and in
their near- to far-ﬁeld responses in the UV-NIR range of the spectrum as they represent key parameters for materials’ selection
for the devices above. By alloying, it is possible to obtain metallic materials with LSPR not available for pure metals, which can
enable the further control of the electromagnetic spectrum. First, we discuss how the permittivity of binary mixtures of coinage
metals (Au, Ag, and Cu) can be tailored based on the chemical composition of their pure counterparts. Second, we present how
novel metallic materials can be designed through band structure engineering through density functional theory (DFT), a
paradigm that could beneﬁt from artiﬁcial intelligence methods. Concerning alloyed thin ﬁlms, we discuss the promise of earthabundant metals and provide an example of the superior performance of AlCu in superabsorbers. In the realm of nanostructures,
we focus the discussion on physical deposition methods, where we provide a detailed analysis of how chemical composition can
aﬀect the far- and near-ﬁeld responses of metallic building blocks. Finally, we provide a brief outlook of promising next steps in
the ﬁeld.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plasmonics is the ﬁeld of study that explores the interactions
between the electric ﬁeld component of light and free electrons
in metallic thin ﬁlms and nanostructures. The oscillation of the
free electrons around its positive ﬁxed ions, termed plasmons,
has a plasma frequency deﬁned by ωp. Light also has a
characteristic frequency, and when interacting with metals, one
observes either reﬂection (incident light with a frequency
below ωp) or transmission (incident light with a frequency
above ωp). At the interface of metals and dielectrics, the
plasmons interacting with light result in a surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) excitation: a strongly conﬁned surface wave
that propagates along the interface. In nanoscale structures
with dimensions smaller than the wavelength of light, localized
© 2019 American Chemical Society

surface plasmons are produced, as a result of the conﬁnement
of an SPP. At the plasmon resonant frequency, or localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), light is mostly absorbed by
the nanostructures, leading to an enhanced electric ﬁeld at its
vicinity. This unique conﬁnement eﬀect has been applied to
improve the performance of a variety of energy harvesting and
storage processes, ranging from (photo)catalysis,1 photovoltaics,2 superabsorbers,3 to hydrogen storage.4 A very
eﬀective knob for tuning the optical response of the metallic
thin ﬁlms and nanostructures to ﬁnely tailor the wavelength
range for SPP and LSPR is to modify their chemical
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Figure 1. Examples of energy generation systems based on metals that can beneﬁt from the development of metallic alloys and mixtures. Out of
scale for clarity.

composition by alloying,3,5−9 as will be discussed in this
Account. Moreover, the control of the electromagnetic
spectrum has also enabled the further development of a
variety of optoelectronic devices, such as switches, 10
biosensors,11 and displays.12
Concerning the suitability of metallic materials for
controlling LSPR and SPP, noble metals such as Ag, Au, Pt,
and Pd have been a primary choice due to their abundant free
electrons despite well-known optical losses due to interband
optical transitions.13 In the last years, earth-abundant metals
(Al and Mg) have presented themselves as a burgeoning new
class of materials for low-optical-loss and low-cost optical
components.14 Although countless examples of photonic
devices have been reported in the literature, the wavelength
of the resonance excitations is restricted to a speciﬁc range of
the electromagnetic spectrum mainly due to the ﬁxed and welldeﬁned dielectric function (permittivity, ε = ε1 + iε2) of the
metals. Thus, their applications toward renewable energy are
still somewhat restricted. One alternative to overcome this
limitation is to modify the dimensions and geometry of the
metallic nanoscale building blocks, which has allowed some
tunability of their optical behavior.15−17 Bimetallic and
multicomponent mixtures can provide an almost on-demand
modulation of the materials’ optical response (e.g., engineered
values of ε1 and ε2), spanning beyond the ultraviolet (UV) and
the near-infrared (NIR).5,18−20 While colloidal synthesis has
been the pioneering route for obtaining alloyed photonic
nanostructures,21,22 this Account focuses on fabrication
methods based on physical deposition, which enables high
control of the building blocks orientation and arrangement
within a substrate.

throughout the excitation of localized plasmon resonances,
acting as “antennas”; and by incident light coupling into
waveguide modes of the solar cell material (waveguiding),
which signiﬁcantly increases the optical path length within the
semiconductor.25 Depending on device architecture and on
what type of solar cell material, the nanostructures can be
added to the top, the middle, or the bottom (light back
reﬂector) of the solar cell stack (see Figure 1a). Both Ag and Al
have been seen to eﬀectively improve the performance of Si
and III−V solar cells,26 while Au seems to work best for
organic photovoltaics. In all cases, it would be ideal if one
could tune the resonance wavelength of the nanostructures to
ﬁnely adjust it to the solar spectrum, which can be achieved by
mixing metals. As shown in Figure 1b−d, in systems where it is
desired that the metal absorbs light, there is a need for large ε2,
such as in hot carrier devices24,27 and superabsorbers.3 In the
former, the plasmon excitations in the metals are used to
produce charge carriers with energy larger than the equivalent
thermal excitation at ambient temperature. This phenomenon
has been successfully implemented in a variety of situations,
including in the photodissociation of H2 and O2 molecules24
and to lower the energy barrier of catalytic processes.28 Here,
the eﬃciency of the energy conversion processes involved is
highly dependent on the Fermi level of the metal and,
indirectly, ε. The latter consists of devices that present near
unity absorption; all incident radiation is absorbed independently of the frequency (transmission, reﬂection, and scattering
events are negligible).
The basis of traditional catalysis relies on metals dispersed
onto high surface area support materials, and involves hightemperature reactions. Nevertheless, light-driven chemical
reactions are preferred, where LSPR in the metallic
nanostructures leads to phonon-driven or charge-carrier-driven
mechanisms that result in lower activation energies.29 A
current major challenge in photocatalysis is related to the
limited number of active and low-cost metals. While several
transition metals are considered good catalysts (Pd, Pt, Ru,
etc.), they are often seen as restricted plasmonic materials
because of their modest light absorption within the visible
range of the spectrum. Thus, the possibility of combining the
advantages of catalytic metals with plasmonic properties is a
potential solution for achieving high performing catalysts
involving room temperature activation mechanisms. Figure 1d
depicts an example of a so-called “antenna-reactor” system,30
where a catalytic metal and a plasmonic one are combined to
promote light-driven reactions. Note that we have recently
demonstrated that Pd−Au alloyed thin ﬁlms outperform pure
Pd in catalytic reactions of ethanol oxidation in alkaline
media,9 and we anticipate these alloys to be implemented in

2. THE NEED FOR METAL ALLOYS IN ENERGY
HARVESTING AND STORAGE
Metallic alloys represent a promising platform for enhancing
the performance of energy harvesting and storage systems.
Concerning energy generation, metallic thin ﬁlms and
nanostructures have proven to be very useful as an active
component in photovoltaics (PV)23 and hot carrier devices,24
among others. In the realm of energy storage, there are
countless examples of hydrogen storage systems using metals.4
Figure 1 displays some of the signiﬁcant examples of how
metals can be incorporated into energy-related devices. In
particular, metallic nanostructures have been successfully
implemented for concentrating and trapping light in PV
devices because of the excitation of surface plasmons. They can
increase light absorption in the semiconductor material by
essentially three mechanisms: by reducing reﬂection through
increased forward scattering; by increasing the local ﬁelds
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Figure 2. Real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2) parts of the dielectric function of alloyed thin ﬁlms determined by ellipsometry, and quality factor for all
mixtures. Reproduced with permission from ref 5. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

the “antenna-reactor” conﬁguration as described in Figure 1d
in the near future.
Despite the multiple successful demonstrations of metals as
active components of energy harvesting and storage systems,
there is a consensus that the ﬁnal performance of the devices
can strongly depend on their optical properties, as expected.
Hence, ﬁnding metallic materials that can boost these devices’
performance is of primary interest to chemists, physicists, and
engineers working in research and innovation related to
renewable energy. The ability to further control the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., light absorption, transmission, and
reﬂection, will enable the realization of energy-related devices
with superior performance. A practical solution is to mix
metals, as we have demonstrated. This ﬁrst step toward
overcoming the limitation of the predetermined permittivity of
metals is discussed in detail in this Account.

permittivity of metals, as stated earlier. This constrains light
absorption, transmission, and reﬂection, which, in turn, limits
light interactions with the metal. To address this drawback, we
recently proposed and demonstrated how the alloying of
metals could provide values of permittivity not found in the
pure metals available in the periodic table within the UV-NIR.5
Because the precise design of metallic components with
controlled optical response relies on ε, we ﬁrst developed a
library for the binary metallic mixtures of coinage metals, as
shown in Figure 2. Brieﬂy, all thin ﬁlm samples are fabricated
by cosputtering deposition, which produces thin ﬁlms with
controlled chemical compositions and thicknesses. For
determining ε, we acquired spectroscopic ellipsometry
measurements.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry is an ideal method to determine
the permittivity of metallic thin ﬁlms. Here, broadband light is
reﬂected or transmitted by the thin ﬁlms deposited on a
transparent substrate. Commonly, three incident angles (60,
65, and 75°) are used for the reﬂection and a normal incident
angle (0°) for the transmission measurement. The ellipsometry
data is then modeled by B-spline functions to determine ε of
the mixtures, where we always ensure the Kramers−Kronig
relation. Figure 2 shows both the real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2)

3. OPTICAL BEHAVIOR OF BINARY METALLIC
MIXTURES
A primary challenge for the further development of photonic
components for energy harvesting and storage that operates in
the UV-NIR range of the spectrum is related to the predeﬁned
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parts of ε and the quality factor of the SPP for bimetallic thin
ﬁlms formed by Ag, Au, and Cu. These materials have been
extensively implemented in optical devices operating in the
UV-NIR. The Ag−Au mixture (Figure 2a−c) forms a solid
solution over the entire range of compositions. Thus, an almost
monotonic red-shift of the interband transition from pure Ag
(300 nm) to pure Au (500 nm) is veriﬁed, which is
characterized by the sudden change in ε2. For the Au−Cu
system (Figure 2d−f), we also observed a linear shift from Au
(500 nm) to Cu (550 nm). However, for the Cu−Ag ﬁlms
(Figure 2g−i), there is no linear transition, and both peaks
from Cu (530 nm) and Ag (300 nm) are concomitantly
observed for the entire range of compositions. This result
indicates that both Ag and Cu are contributing independently,
and no solid solution is formed in this case, as expected from
the phase diagram of this system.31 Note that Ag−Cu alloys
can be achieved by postdeposition quenching or UV lighttreatment in a nitrogen atmosphere.32−34 Figure 2c, f, and i
demonstrates how a bimetallic material can outperform its
pure counterparts in terms of its SPP quality factor, deﬁned as
QSPP = (ε12/ε2).24 We found that Ag0.5Au0.5, Au0.1, Cu0.9, and
Cu0.1Ag0.9 have a higher QSPP then their respective pure
elements for a certain part of the electromagnetic spectrum, a
situation where the mixtures are “more than the sum of its
parts”. Generally, low values of ε2 translate into high QSPP. As
somewhat expected, the experimental parameters used during
thin ﬁlm deposition can substantially aﬀect grains size and
defect density. These variations often lead to distinct
permittivity values, as reported in the literature.35 Here, the
origin of the unique behavior for Ag−Au can be explained in
terms of the highly disordered Ag0.5Au0.5 alloy.5,36 In Au−Cu
mixtures, the eﬀect of order/disorder can be easily veiled by
the scatter band resulting from variations in thin ﬁlm
deposition parameters.37 Finally, Ag−Cu is known for
requiring a postdeposition quenching step to enable alloying
(not performed here). As a result, the spectra for this metal
combination present two well-deﬁned absorption edges at 300
and 530 nm, indicating the independent contribution from
both metals. Overall, these alloyed thin ﬁlms can be easily
scaled up, critical for their commercialization.

Figure 3. (a) XPS measurements of the valence band of Ag−Au
alloyed thin ﬁlms. (b) Energy diﬀerence between the two d band
peaks. (c) Energy of the d5/2 band peak, maximum of the transmission
spectra, and band transition calculated by DFT. Reproduced with
permission from ref 7. Copyright 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co.

broaden; see Figure 3c. Quantitatively, the onset of d5/2 and
the transmission peak for Ag0.50Au0.50 occur at 2.05 and 2.40
eV, respectively, suggesting that the tunability for the interband
transition is possible due to the energy shift of the d band
within the material. Our density functional theory (DFT)
calculations conﬁrmed this result, as will be discussed in the
next paragraph.
The most accurate method to determine the complete band
structure of metals is DFT, where the number of atoms
required to represent the unit cell of a mixture depends on the
symmetry of the pure constituents, the enthalpy for alloying,
and the material’s ﬁnal chemical composition. The majority of
simulations probing metal alloys for photonics have focused on
describing their electric ﬁeld proﬁles and decay (primarily
through ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain, FDTD). While very
informative, these methods do not convey the correlation
between the optical and electronic properties of materials,
which is a crucial factor when designing devices. Driven by the
necessity to fully depict the metal alloys characteristics, we
have implemented DFT to predict the correlation between
their electronic and optical response.7 Figures 4 and 5 show
the band structures of AgxAu1−x and PdxAu1−x alloys. The color
palettes depict the weight contribution of each pure metal to
the overall band structure, as the hues represent their weight
on each wavevector-dependent electronic state. This information is critical to resolving which element dominates the
interband transitions measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry.
For Ag and Au (Figure 4), the optical transitions occur in the
isotropic and symmetric Γ and R points, with the former
corresponding to the unit cell’s critical point. As the Au
content increases, the d band moves closer to the Fermi level at
the Γ point. This results in a reduction of the energy gap
between the ﬁrst empty state and the d band. This
modiﬁcation of the band structure with chemical composition
points out to a shift of the interband transition to a longer
wavelength. Here, our valence band calculations obtained by
DFT can be compared with the experimental values acquired
from XPS. There is a good agreement between the change in
the energy for the interband transition (quantiﬁed by DFT),

4. DESIGN OF METALLIC MATERIALS THROUGH
BAND STRUCTURE ENGINEERING
The interplay between the optical and electronic properties of
the alloys is particularly relevant for photocatalysis, watersplitting systems, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering.28,38
Therefore, establishing a direct correction between the optical
and electronic response of the metal alloys is key for designing
metallic materials with tailored optical behavior. By determining their band structure, one can resolve how their interband
transitions relate to optical absorptions. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) is an accurate experimental method for
resolving the valence band spectra of metallic materials, ideal
for probing thin ﬁlms. We measured XPS on Ag−Au alloyed
ﬁlms and built a detailed connection with its optical
transmission. As presented in Figure 3a and b, the separation
between the d3/2 and d5/2 bands increases nonlinearly (Figure
3b) as the Au content rises,7 which all correspond to electronic
transitions in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Moreover, the increase in the Au concentration leads to a d5/2
broadening;7 constituting the minimum onset binding energy
required for optical excitation. In turn, this change in the d
band causes both the optical transmission peak and the SPP to
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Figure 4. Band structure of AgxAu1−x alloys calculated by density functional theory. Note that the color of the bands (ranging from red to black)
refers to the individual contributions of Ag and Au, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 7. Copyright 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co.

Figure 5. Band structure of PdxAu1−x alloys calculated by density functional theory. The color palette indicates the contribution of the Pd (navy)
and Au (dijon) to the electronic bands. Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

5. ALLOYED THIN FILMS FROM EARTH-ABUNDANT
METALS FOR PHOTONICS
For on-chip nanophotonics, metals like Al and Cu are ideal due
to their fully complementary metal−oxide−semiconductor
(CMOS) compatibility and earth abundance, resulting in
low-cost device processing. Similar to the aforementioned
noble metals, these materials have well-deﬁned ε, which
equally limits their application. Thus, we have extended our
alloying paradigm to assess how a mixture between Al and Cu
thin ﬁlms can enable superabsorber devices with superior
performance. Our detailed and systematic comparison between
AlCu and the most commonly used metals is presented in
Figure 6.3 The top row of the Figure depicts the conﬁguration
of the bilayer structure responsible for light superabsorption,
which consists of a thin ﬁlm Si layer with variable thickness and
a metallic back reﬂector with 100 nm. Figure 6a−l shows how
the thickness of the Si top layer modulates the resonant
absorption peak from the UV to the NIR. The addition of an
AlCu alloyed thin ﬁlm is particularly interesting for attaining
near-unity light absorption (>99%), an eﬀect that cannot be
achieved by pure metals in a thin ﬁlm conﬁguration. Further,
we can tune the wavelength of this ultrahigh absorption over a
broad portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (from λ = 409
nm to λ = 1016 nm) by simply modifying the thickness of the
semiconductor layer. Figure 6m−r highlights the omnidirectional property of our planar conﬁguration: the angle of the
incident light does not aﬀect the absorption of it for oblique
angles of incidence (<70%).
The search for metallic building blocks for photonics that
are CMOS-compatible and earth-abundant triggered intense
research with Al in the last ﬁve years. Since then, Al ﬁlms and

the valence band spectra (VBS), and the optical transmission
measurements (see Figure 3c). We note that while both Ag
and Au present comparable contributions to most states of Γ
point, Au dominates the majority of the d band states with
energy ranging between −2.0 and −3.0 eV, as shown in Figure
4c for Ag0.5Au0.5, a consequence of the ≈1.6 eV higher energy
of the d band of Au.
As an additional example of how DFT can be employed to
unravel the electronic characteristic of the metal alloys, we also
present the band structure of a series of Pd−Au alloys, an
eﬀective catalyst in oxidation processes in ethanol, formic acid,
benzyl alcohol, among others.9 The FCC symmetry of both Pd
and Au leads to highly degenerated bands even for the
mixtures; see Figure 5. For this metal combination, the Pd
atoms dominate the proﬁles and values of the new d bands
near the Fermi level EF (from −2.0 eV to +0.3 eV) that emerge
from alloying at the Γ point. There is a strong hybridization
close to EF for x ≥ 0.25. The nonlinear decrease in the energy
gap between the d-band and the ﬁrst empty state (>1.0 eV)
indicates that the interband transitions in PdxAu1−x can be
engineered upon a reﬁned chemical composition control,
where one can predict the wavelength of maximum light
absorption and use this property to accelerate photocatalytic
reactions9 and hydrogen storage.39 These results highlight the
importance of analyzing each metal combination individually,
where distinct behaviors are often revealed by DFT. Overall,
the information provided by DFT is extremely insightful, as it
can describe all relevant electronic bands (and possible
electronic transitions).
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Figure 6. (Top row) Illustrations of thin ﬁlm architecture for superabsorbers formed by a top Si layer (with variable thickness d) and a metallic
back reﬂector (with thickness h = 100 nm). θ refers to light’s angle of incidence. (a−f) Calculated absorption spectra for normal light incidence as a
function of the thickness of the Si layer for diﬀerent metallic substrates, including a AlCu mixture. (g−l) Calculated absorption maps as a function
of d highlighting the existence of more than one absorption mode (mi). (m−r) Calculated absorption maps as a function of the angle of the
incident light for d = 45 nm. Reproduced with permission from ref 3. Copyright 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

6. ALLOYED NANOSTRUCTURES WITH TAILORED
OPTICAL RESPONSE
This section of the Account focuses on how alloying is an
eﬀective pathway to tailor the LSPR in nanostructures, which is
a powerful knob to further tailor permittivity. Acknowledging
that, traditionally, alloyed metallic nanostructures have been
primarily fabricated via chemical synthesis,28,46,47 we emphasize here physical deposition methods because of the freedom
associated with the nanoparticles’ ﬁnal dimensions, geometry,
and chemical composition, and due to the lack of organic
ligands (that can severely alter light−matter interactions). In
nanophotonic systems, uniformity in surface coverage and
optimization of the surface density are required; and both can
be attained by physical deposition methods. Recent developments in physical deposition techniques of alloyed metal
subwavelength structures, from self-organization to nanolithography, have permitted their use as building blocks for
electrocatalysis,48 electrochemical energy applications,49 and
hydrogen sensors.50 Scanning probe lithography methods can
precisely control the chemical composition of generating
bimetallic nanoparticles, although the overall diameter of the
particle stays in the 2−50 nm range.51 Alternatively, templates
have been used to fabricate arrays of alloyed nanoparticles

nanoarchitectures have been successfully employed to boost
the performance of energy harvesting systems such as
superabsorbers,40 photovoltaics,41 and catalysts,42 as well as
in color pixels. Although Al is the third most abundant element
on the Earth’s crust, it is not biodegradable. Therefore, we have
recently proposed Mg as a biodegradable, biocompatible, and
low-loss metal for photonics.43 We have implemented a novel
platform for photonics based on Mg (metal) and MgO
(dielectric) for biodegradable color pixels that can vanish upon
the controlled exposure of these materials to water.43 This
work opened the door for the further development of transient
photonic devices, ideal for hiding and revealing information in
a controlled manner (e.g., encryption). Moreover, we
anticipate that intricate three-dimensional structures of Mg
could be obtained through the fabrication of Mg-metal
structures, followed by selective etching procedures. Selective
etchings are currently well developed for a wide range of
materials, spanning a large variety of semiconductors and
metals.44 Almost simultaneous to our work, it has been shown
that the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation of Mg nanostructures
leads to dynamic color pixels.45 There are still enormous
opportunities for the development of Mg-based alloys, where
their optical behavior could be tailored based on their
geometry and degree of mixture.
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Figure 7. (a−d) Illustration of step-by-step scalable cosputtering deposition process for obtaining alloyed nanoparticles. Adapted with permission
from ref 8. Copyright 2019 Elsevier Ltd. (e−i) SEM images of AgxAu1−x formed by cosputtering. The bottom row shows the respective diameter
statistics. (j) Optical transmission measurements for nanoparticles shown in (e)−(i). Reproduced with permission from ref 6. Copyright 2017
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

Figure 8. (a, b) SEM images of Ag−Au nanostructures fabricated by the dewetting process of thin ﬁlms. (c−h) Sequence of EDS images showing a
uniform distribution of both Ag and Au in a representative nanoparticle. Reproduced with permission from ref 6. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co.

composition distribution. Note that a controlled gradient in
composition and, therefore, nanoparticles’ size can be obtained
by not rotating the substrate. Second, the ﬁlm is annealed in an
O2-free atmosphere to prevent oxidation. During the annealing
process, dewetting of the ﬁlm occurs due to surface diﬀusion,
which results in the formation of three-dimensional nanoscale
structures that minimizes the system’s energy. The ﬁnal size,
shape, and spatial distribution (density) of the particles are
determined by the thickness of the ﬁlm, the type of substrate
used, the annealing conditions (including temperature and

where thin ﬁlms of the alloy elements are evaporated on a
nanohole mask following thermal annealing treatments to form
the alloys.52 Sequential pulsed laser deposition is another
method for producing alloyed nanostructures.53
Concerning fabrication methods, a scalable and reliable
route for metal nanostructures consists of the dewetting of
ultrathin ﬁlms.6 As presented in Figure 7a−d, the ﬁrst step
consists in depositing the metallic elements on a substrate
through cosputtering. While an ultrathin ﬁlm is formed, the
substrate is constantly rotated, to ensure a uniform chemical
2887
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Figure 9. (a) Cross-section illustration of spectrally dependent near-ﬁeld scanning microscopy (NSOM) measurement for Ag0.5Au0.5 in
transmission mode. (b−i) NSOM measurements and FDTD simulations as a function of the wavelength of the incident light for Ag0.5Au0.5. (j)
Simulation of electric ﬁeld proﬁle upon 600 nm excitation. Adapted and reproduced with permission from ref 6. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co.

time), and the ratio between cohesion and adhesion among the
materials. This self-assembly method allows us to obtain arrays
of fully alloyed nanoparticles. As shown in Figure 7e−i for Ag−
Au, nanoparticle size can be controlled by varying their
composition, despite the same ﬁlm thickness (10 nm).6 These
nanostructures have well-deﬁned transmission signatures, with
the wavelength of the transmission maximum primarily
determined by their permittivity (see Figure 7j). In this
particular case, the nanoparticles were distant enough from
each other, and there was no coupling between them. Coupling
is relevant because it inﬂuences the magnitude of the electric
ﬁelds,54 so-called “hot spots”, and can be achieved by tuning
the post-thin ﬁlm deposition annealing conditions. Alternatively, template deposition followed by annealing is another
route for controlling the spacing between the nanostructures,
as well as their shape, which can narrow the LSPR down to 1−
2 nm in spectral width.55 Moreover, when particles are nearby,
spectral shifts of the plasmonic resonances and modiﬁcation
and splitting of their line-shapes can occur.56
In order to conﬁrm the alloying of metals down to the nanoand atomic scales, the scientiﬁc community has utilized
traditional and advanced chemical composition characterization methods, including energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using both scanning and transmission electron
microscopy (SEM and TEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), and high-angle annular dark-ﬁeld imaging
(HAADF).6,52,57,58 The relevance of determining the distribution of each metal constituent lies in identifying how alloying
takes place at the nanoscale, and how material segregation can
be suppressed. As an example, Figure 8 displays a sequence of
EDS maps on a representative Ag0.5Au0.5 nanoparticle. Here,
the nanostructured is sequentially milled using a Ga+ focused
ion beam (FIB) and imaged. We determined the elemental
uniform distribution within the nanoparticle, which conﬁrms
that no material segregation took place during the postdeposition annealing step. Likewise, the contrast in the
HAADF-STEM image is dependent on the atomic mass,
where heavier elements contribute to brighter contrast, as
expected. Although beyond the scope of this Account, we
certainly recognize that chemical composition mapping with
high spatial resolution is key for advancing the understanding
of interdiﬀusion processes at the nanoscale, relevant for the
design of both nanostructures and ultrathin ﬁlms.
The ability to conﬁne light in extremely small regions of
space and to produce electric ﬁeld enhancements of orders of

magnitude is paving the way to the demonstration of energy
harvesting devices with superior performance. Nevertheless,
the complete understanding of how light is interacting with the
metallic building blocks requires spatially resolving their optical
behavior at relevant length scales; this information cannot be
obtained by conventional spectroscopic measurements. Nearﬁeld scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) is an ideal
technique because it provides insights about where the “hot
spots” are located. This microscopy technique is extremely
versatile and can be implemented in transmission (represented
in Figure 9a) or scattering mode.6 Here, we focus the
discussion on NSOM in transmission mode, and how the
measurements corroborate three-dimensional simulations. As
an example, we share our results of wavelength (λ) dependent
NSOM measurements on Ag0.5Au0.5 nanostructures, combined
with ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) simulations
(Figure 9b−i).6 We found that for a 253 nm nanoparticle
the maximum transmittance occurs at λ = 600 nm
(corresponding to the LSPR), in very good agreement with
the macroscopic measurement presented in Figure 7j. Our
simulations revealed that the ﬁrst peak, at λ = 550 nm, is due to
an electric quadrupole resonance, and the second, at λ = 600
nm, is an electric dipole resonance, both visualized by NSOM.
Through FDTD, we also elucidated the electric ﬁeld proﬁle (|
E|2) for the nanostructure, as presented in Figure 9j. At the
LSPR, the “hot spots” are surrounding the nanoparticle. The
combination of NSOM with FDTD is a powerful approach to
fully picture the behavior of light upon interacting with
metallic (alloyed) nanostructures. The NSOM measurements
of multicomponent alloyed structures59 have not been
exploited, and will certainly help the community predicting
their design for speciﬁc applications, especially for photocatalysis.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this Account, we have highlighted how alloyed nanostructures are a unique platform for engineering optical responses
not obtained by pure metals, very relevant for the future design
of sustainable energy systems, ranging from photocatalysts to
photovoltaics. The examples discussed here demonstrate the
promise of alloying on the further development of optical
components operating in the UV-NIR, which encompass
renewable energy, and extends to defense and healthcare
applications.
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■

While alloyed structures formed by conventional metals such
as Ag and Au present an array of opportunities for energy
harvesting, we do recognize that there is a pressing need in our
society for the usage of biodegradable materials. Moreover, the
high cost of noble metals does preclude its scalability in most
scenarios. Therefore, we also advocate for the further
development of devices using Mg, an earth-abundant and
biodegradable metal. Although the vast majority of the recent
research on photonics using earth-abundant materials has
focused exclusively on Al, a CMOS-compatible option that is
the third most abundant element on the Earth’s crust, it is
neither biodegradable nor biocompatible. Nonetheless, Mg
presents similar optical behavior in the UV-NIR range of the
electromagnetic spectrum and is a biodegradable metal. We
anticipate that this burgeoning material for photonics will also
be implemented as an alloy with Al in photonics. Moreover,
because Mg dissolves in water and is very low cost, it is very
suitable to enable scaﬀold structures in which another metal
(inert to water) would form the ﬁnal 3D geometry as a result
of material segregation.
Finally, the exquisite possibility of combining ﬁve or more
metallic elements to produce polyelemental nanoscale building
blocks59 with compositional diversity and a nearly unlimited
range of LSPR control will unveil new materials and
functionalities. Here, determining the structure−properties−
performance relationship will likely require a combined highthroughput experimental and computational eﬀort. In the near
future, we foresee artiﬁcial intelligence methods playing a
signiﬁcant role in determining the ideal chemical composition
combinations. The materials chemistry scientiﬁc community
has made remarkable advances in the fabrication and
characterization of metallic thin ﬁlms and nanostructures.
Now, it is time to accelerate the discovery of new alloys for
advancing the next-generation of metallic materials with
tunable optical properties.
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